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Nanotechnology is going to change our life, and nanomaterials (NMs) are growing fast, and their
release to the environment became inevitable. Despite the policies and protocols that are established for
safe disposal of nanomaterial containing wastes of laboratories and industries, there is still a lack of specific standards to address safe disposal of different NMs (1), as well as safe handling and appropriate
personal protection for those who are at the first exposure line (2). NMs may leach to the environment by
human or operational errors, imprudence, or lack of supervision. The most effective and common way to
dispose NMs is incineration, however, it is also accompanied by risk of NMs transformation and creating
new hazards (3). There is also the probability that the temperature of combustion chamber is lower than the
nanostructure degradation point, leading to incomplete destruction (4).
In addition, we cannot predict the fate of NMs which are tested in vivo, in lab animals. The administered NMs may be excreted through animal feces or urine. This is beside the nanomedicines or cosmetic
products that are used by humans. It has been shown that even small changes in environmental or biological factors to which NMs are exposed can affect their fate (5).
On the other hand, there could not be any control on the NMs in consumer household products.
The NMs used in these products most likely will find their way to the environment at the end of the product’s life, or even before that. Silver nanoparticles (NPs) for example have been shown to be washed out
from commercially available sock fabrics into the sewage network (6). This may contaminate groundwater
or directly affect agricultural lands irrigated by sewage. Moreover, the overflow of sewer is a common
problem, discharging contaminated wastewater to receiving waters (7). Predicted environmental concentrations calculated by simulated models showed accumulation of common NPs up to 21 ng.L-1 in surface
waters, 4 μg L-1 in sewage treatment effluents, and 89 μg.kg-1 in sludge-treated soil (8). High concentrations of TiO2 NPs (up to 100 μg L-1) were found in surface waters contaminated by sewer overflows (7).
It seems that the “terrestrial ecosystems are expected to be an ultimate sink for a large portion of NPs” (9).
Contamination of soil and water sources rightfully raises concerns about ultimate effects on ecosystem,
food chain, and human health. A 56-day exposure of earthworms to gold NP containing soil showed that
the presence of NPs in worms’ food affect their reproduction (9).
However, most studies on NMs safety regard the relatively high doses for short duration of exposure to biological systems. Our knowledge about long-term exposure of living organisms to low doses
of NMs is limited and non-conclusive. Therefore, we do not know yet what would be the real effects of
NMs release to the environment, both on humans and ecosystem. To ensure ecological and human health
safety, undoubtedly, assessment and awareness of the risks of long-term exposure to NMs and biological
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consequences of wandering NMs is a necessity.
It may also be necessary to reconsider the
disposal protocols and specify the most efficient
method for each type of NMs rather than incineration. Oxidation filtration, incorporation into silica,
and bioremediation by specific microorganisms
are other disposal and neutralizing strategies that
their efficiency should be evaluated for each kind

of nanowaste (10). However, not all the NMs need
to be destroyed. Iron oxide NPs for example which
can be easily removed from the waste by a magnet,
can be reused as iron supplements in culture media
of some microorganisms or plant tissues (10). Perhaps it is the time to develop efficient methods to
recover and recycle NMs at the end of nanoproducts’ life.
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